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Itinerary : Days 1-3

 
Thursday 26th November 
 
Today will be a long day of travelling to San Jose, the 
capital of Costa Rica. We will be arriving in the afternoon, 
so we will transfer to a local hotel to get some well-earned 
rest. 
 
Day 2
 
Friday 27th November 
 
After breakfast in the morning we will head east for a 2-3 
hour drive to one of the country’s premier birding lodges 
set in the Turrialba region of the country. With over 400 
different species having been recorded here its excellent 
reputation is well deserved. The balcony areas around the 
lodge are home to an array of hummingbird feeders which 
attract many different species, and this is where we will be 
focussing our photography on the first afternoon after we 
arrive and settle in – we are based here for 2 nights.
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Day 3 
 
Saturday 28th November 
 
Among the many hummingbird species we aim to work 
with are Violet-crowned Woodnymph, White-necked 
Jacobin and Green-crowned Brilliant – and these 
are birds that really live up to their dramatic names! 
Although the hummingbirds will be our main focus 
for these two very full days of photography here the 
paths around the lodge and surrounding rainforest also 
offers the potential for frog, butterfly, insect and floral 
photography too as we look to build up a rainforest 
portfolio.



Sunday 29th November 
 
After breakfast we will head for a 4 - 5 hour drive north 
of San Jose again and our base for the next 3 nights in the 
high-altitude cloud forest mountains of Parc Nacional 
Juan Castro Blanco. The grounds here offer some of the 
best hummingbird photography opportunities of the 
trip with coatimundi and agouti also regular visitors and 
we should arrive in time to start some photography that 
afternoon. 
 

Days 5 - 6

Monday 30th November to Tuesday 1st December 
 
Situated in a stunning montane rainforest location this 
Eco-Lodge offers the chance to further explore the 
rainforest on foot for an array of subjects, with orchids 
high on the agenda. It’s the birds though, and especially
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Day 4 the hummingbirds such as the Violet sabre Wing and 
Magnificent Hummingbird that are the main attraction 
for us. Many feeders are present again providing the main 
focus for our photography as we work on building our 
portfolios in terms of both species and image styles. 
 
Day 7 
 
Wednesday 2nd December 
 
After breakfast we will long drive north our base for the 
next three nights close to the Nicaraguan border where 
an array of hides and open-air photography opportunities 
await. It will be a 2 hour or so drive to get there so we 
should arrive in time for lunch and get a first afternoons 
photography in: there are often toucans to greet us 
on arrival so the cameras will almost certainly get an 
immediate airing too.

Itinerary : Days 4-7



Itinerary : Days 8-12

Days 8 - 9 
 
Thursday 3rd to Friday 4th December 
 
Over the course of our further 2 full days here we will 
have the opportunity to work in a number of different 
settings created specifically for photography. Tower hides 
set in the canopy utilise the glass-fronted style pioneered 
in central Europe to great effect and allow superb 
opportunities for an array of colourful species including 
Keel-billed Toucan, Brown- hooded Parrot, and Baltimore 
Oriole: a Vulture focussed hide attracts not just Black 
and Turkey Vultures but also the stunning King Vulture. 
There are further hides in the gardens around the lodge 
as well as banana feeders adjacent to the balcony, which 
is frequented by toucans, tanagers, parrots, oropendola 
and aracari amongst others. Mammals. Reptiles and 
amphibians await in the surrounding rainforest if you 
can find a spare moment too, and our nights will be 
spent using high-speed flash for bat photography in the 
rainforest as well.
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Saturday 5th December 
 
After a final early session on the balconies we will return 
to our vehicles and a long drive back past San Jose to our 
new cloud forest base in the Parc Nacional Los Quetzales. 
Which again has an array of feeders in the surrounding 
areas for us to work at. It is likely to be a full days travel 
to get here although there some nice sunset opportunities 
here if we arrive in good time.  
 
Day 11 - 12 
 
Sunday 6th to Monday 7th December 
 
The resplendent quetzal will be our main focus while 
we are here and both mornings we will have our own 
guided walk into the cloud forest to look for them: these 
incredibly rare birds are among Costa Rica’s avian jewels 
and the researchers in this small region are the best at 
finding them for us.  During the afternoons we will 
concentrate on a bespoke photography area, which offers 

Day 10



Itinerary : Days 13-14

excellent hummingbird photography opportunities, and 
we will transfer to a new hotel location en route to San 
Jose for our last night.

Day 13 
 
Tuesday 8th December 
 
After a late breakfast we’ll begin the 3-hour drive back to 
San Jose in time for our early evening flights back to the 
UK/Europe.

Day 14 
 
Wednesday 9th December 
 
Arrive back in Europe.
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Additional info
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Things to bring 
Our accommodation is clean and comfortable to a 
typical US style standard with a Central American 
rustic feel at times, with all bedding and towels 
provided. Being a rainforest environment, it will be 
warm and reasonably humid with a high chance of 
rainfall on most days. Light clothing will be the order 
of the day (although a fleece for covering up in the 
early mornings and evenings is very useful, especially 
in the cloud forest locations) and a good shower/
rainproof top. In terms of footwear you will need some 
sensible outdoor walking boots but not the heavy-
duty variety: just something practical. Malaria is not 
an issue in Costa Rica and bottled water is widely 
available. As might be expected insects are around so 
some mozzie spray would be a good idea. A fuller list 
of recommended items will be provided in a separate 
checklist too. 
 
Camera equipment  
 
In terms of camera gear the longest lens you have 
will be needed (300mm with converter as a minimum 
really or ideally a 500mm + 1.4) along with a tripod. 
A 70-200mm or 100-300mm lens is essential for the 
hummingbirds. A 24-70mm is great for any landscape 
opportunities and a macro lens (the longest you have 
in terms of focal length) is ideal for flowers, frogs and 
insects. If you have a flashgun for your camera, we 
recommend that you bring it too, especially if you have 
a Better Beamer extender to go with it as it will help 
in low light. Having said that though, most of today’s 
cameras are very capable at higher ISO’s so a flash is 
not essential. We will be bringing some flash guns for 
the high-speed setups at the two hummingbird ranch 
locations and for the night-time bat photography. In 
the evenings we will have a chance to critique and look 
at individuals work if you so wish so feel free to bring 
anything, you’d like to share on either a laptop or iPad. 

Useful contact information:
Our contact numbers for the build up to and for the 
duration of the trip are: 
 
Ellie: +44 (0) 7879480143
Chris:  +44 (0)7719 546004
 
Please don’t hesitate to contact us even if you think it 
is a minor question, we’re here to help.
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